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Well, there were a lot of replies for this.  Thanks, everyone
for the help!  I put the  chords in that the Dickies use in
their version.

Dan

Bananna Splits Theme
(the Tra La La song)

thanks to
Steve Norton  (Silicon Sailor)
Ben McTernan 
David Deisley 
Scott F Dunham 
and karin+@cs.cmu.edu (Karin Brennan) for moral support

chords are for the Dickies  version
last chorus has a key change - move up one step

E      B   E         B
Tra la la, tra la la la
E      B   E         B
Tra la la, tra la la la

B          
One bananna two bananna, three bananna, four
A                            B
Four banannas playing in the bright warm sun
B
Over hill and valley the bananna buggies go
A                           B
Comin  out to bring you the bananna splits show!

Tra la la, tra la la la



Tra la la, tra la la la

One bananna two bananna, three bananna, four
Four banannas make a bunch and so do many more!
Flippin  like a pancake, poppin  like a cork
Bingo, Fleagel, Drooper and Snork!

Tra la la, tra la la la
Tra la la, tra la la la

Bridge:
Bringin out a mess of fun!
Bringin out a mess of fun!
Bringin out a mess of fun!
Lots of fun for everyone!

Chorus

Solo

Repeat first verse

Chorus

--------------------
Dan Lovall
lovall@physics.purdue.edu

BTW, they weren t cartoons; they were REAL!! --Scott Dunham


